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Abstract- The Raspberry Pi and its editions have brought with them an aura of amendment in the global of 

embedded structures. With their amazing computation and verbal exchange capabilities and low footprint, 

these gadgets have thrown open the chance of figuring out a network of things at some stage in a very fee -

efficient manner. At the same time as such networks offer accurate solutions to super issues, they may be honestly 

a long way from being clever. Most of the currently available implementations of one of these community of 

gadgets involve a centralized cloud-based totally server, which helps to make the necessary sensible selections, 

leaving those devices underutilized. Although this paradigm offers a quick and easy solution, it has limited 

scalability, is less robust and sometimes proves costly. As the technology increases day by day there came many 

changes even in the home automation system in the present-day world and everything can be managed with the 

help of raspberry pi. This paper presents a minicomputer using Raspberry Pi which can play videos, power point 

presentation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Many Processors came into existence from padt few decades which are serving for various purposes. Out of many 

borads in market recently heard device is absolutely in card size the Zero Pi by Raspberry using Rasbian OS. This 

is a board computer of very small in size like credit card.  

It has evolved within the united kingdom by means of  foundation  of “Pi” Stimulating with the purpose  to serve 

the Schools for teaching the Computer Science basics. But not only the Schools it is serving the purpose of higher 

educational institutions at low cost. The development  in recent times  about the “Raspberry Pi” acting as a  mini-

pc , and unlocking the excellent capacity for computing.It can  be implemented in a substantial number of regions. 

Due to the specific benefits of the raspberry pi system, this technology holds tremendous promise for supplying 

answers in the developing world. There  are various cheaper gadgets  available , but no relate with this processor 

comaparivtely , As this uses the ARM processor which is highly reliable. It is based on net and technologies  of 

wireless band having numerous structures which are priced reasonably with high data transmission. It networks 

wirelessly.  

The adevent availability of this credit card sized computer brought revolution in this era. It enabled several  

automatic gadgets, having low consumption strength  with processing capability quicker  at a very decresed 

cost.But, the state-of-the-art advances have helped to reduce the complexity of enforcing wi-fi sensing and 

actuation systems and have made it quite smooth to put into effect a prototype tool for evidence-of-idea and 

demonstration functions.  

The Young people who are students got encouraged as it super cheap  for the to use as a computer system, with 

which they can learn , program and innovate new things. 

  

                It's also a really perfect platform for interfacing numerous devices with an extensive series of software 

for it has a huge quantity of i/o peripherals and network verbal exchange . Although it can not update the big 

laptop systems and laptops however despite the fact that it's miles very efficaciously used in lots of huge 

responsibilities because of its low fee and powerful capabilities and functionalities although it can not update the 

big laptop systems and laptops however despite the fact that it's miles very efficaciously used in lots of huge 

responsibilities because of its low fee and powerful capabilities and functionalities . The most suitable operating 

system which may be used with raspberry pi is the raspian working gadget. This is because it's far a linux primarily 

based working device, that's specially designed for the raspberry pi. Raspian is a formally supported working 

system by using the raspberry pi basis . This working system is a linux based definitely one and it helps all 

programming languages like python, c, c++and so forth. 
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The IoT (Internet of Things) is a group a devices related over a network the use of cloud computing, web packages 

and network communications for you to proportion facts, keep and retrieve information. The Computing system 

is engraved on SoC(System on Chip) which is an integrated circuit and electronic chip. Development of  (SoC) 

has led drop in production cost of computing systems. This has led a very low cost for and end user . A highly 

dynamic, large number of intelligent objects and distributed network  is  Internet of Things they can communicate 

and interact with any network or end-users. IoT devices senses and act on the data. IoT is small, flexible and 

less  cost that allows computing made easy  for the end-user  in this era. Raspberry Pi, is one of such smaller 

computing and prommable device which is an inexpensive and successful in the usage of IoT applications. 

 

The ARM Processors 

 

            The ARM processor is the heart of the Raspberry Pi board having RAM, SnapShots chips, GPIO and other 

devices are connected with connectors. ARM means “  Advanced RISC Machine processor” which is the CPU 

family.The instructions required for this processor is very less and it uses very low power for operation. This is 

built with reduced complexity in ciruit. SO that the SoC perfectly fitted in to devices with very less in size.  ARM 

is one of the widest range and fastest micrprocessor, the operation performance is single at a time. The latency is 

very low and responses quicker in time. These processor are deisgned in such way that the ARM performs 

processing in Multiple way. The Pi in running process  of comparable to computer is similiar at a very low cost.It 

also calls for the extra components, those are mouse with keyboard, display Unit, Supply , SD Card with OS 

booted for the operation.  For Connectivity to internet , USB Ports are Provided.No internal storage devices. One 

of the main disadvantage of uaing the ARM is ,it is not Suitable with X86, so cannot have windows GUI uses the 

Linux version.  

              The Raspberry Pi-a single board computer credit card raised by the Raspberry Pi Foundation, UK. The 

board is a diminutive surprise, packs apex computing electricity and successful to expand first rate initiatives. The 

laptop prices among $5 and $ 35 and is best for wearing out all forms of computer tasks and interfacing one-of-a-

kind types of devices via GPIO. It was first developed to promote teaching and learning of basic computer science. 

 

RASPBERRY PI Zero 

            There are many Pi from past few decades starting from A, B,B+, etc , now the zero version is latest and 

pocket friendly.    The Raspberry Pi ero version is shown in Figure.1. is a smaller form of  single board computer 

(SBC). An entire computer has embedded, it consists of onboard Wi-Fi module. Raspberry Pi 0 (and pi zero w) 

and the Raspberry Pi 3 forums are equal except that the w is constructed in Wi-Fi and bluethooth. The Zero uses 

a HDMI mini connector on a monitor or TV and saves space. One company, Ciseco, is using the Pi as the 

computing brains of a home-automation system, linking many different devices in the home using low-power 

radio communications . Raspberry Pi allows linux-based open source working structures. Till date extra  30 

operating systems based on extraordinary flavors of linux is being released.The Raspberry Pi foundation has 

additionally released some of add-ons including digicam, gert board and compute model kit for hardware add-on 

modules. The Raspberry Pi is used as a web server. 

 
Figure.1. Raspberry Pi Zero with Main Components 

A.Mini HDMI 

                  In evaluation to preceding Raspberry Pi fashions the zero use a mini HDMI connector in Fig.1. to store 

the gap.  To attach 0 to a display or television a mini HDMI to a HDMI adapter or cable is needed.  

B.USB On-the-Go 

            A  2-4 widespread USB connectors, mice, keyboards and Wi-Fi dongles,  that historically all Raspberry 

Pi models have. That allows you to keep space once more, the zero opted for an on-the-pass (OTG) USB 

connection. The pi 0 have identical Broadcom IC same as  the unique fashions of Raspberry Pi A and A+. Where 

as the  pi B, B+, 2 and 3 fashions, which use an onboard USB hub to permit multiple USB connections, this IC 

connects directly to the USB port and allows OTG capability. USB On the Go slot is shown in Fig.1. 
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C. Power 

                  Power is supplied via a Raspberry Pi zero micro-USB connector shown in Fig.1. The Raspberry Pi 

need 5V,2.5A electricity deliver. 

D.  MicroSD Card Slot 

                   The microSD card slot shown in Fig 1 is another familiar interface. Insert your microSD cards 

containing image files of Raspberry Pi. 

E. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 

             The Raspberry Pi 0 offers wireless LAN connectivity for both 802.11n and Bluetooth 4.0. This makes 

connection through USB, consisting of a Wi-Fi dongle, a USB, keyboard and a mouse. 

F. Camera Connector 

                A camera connector is on board on Raspberry Pi Zero V1.3+ and all Zero Ws. The connector is, 

however, a0.5mm 22pin and distinct from the Pi fashionable.  A different cable is used to connect the digital 

camera to the Pi 0 W. 

G. GPIO 

                   These are for communicate with input and output of digital gadgets. Those pins are to be activated or 

deactivated, depends upon the programming [17]. Like all other Raspberry Pi models, a plethora of GPIO pins are 

broken out. To have GPIO header soldering headers are considered which are shown in Fig.1. 

H. Additional Connections 

               Finally, you can see two-hole pads on Fig.1 labelled TV and Run. A RCA jack is connected in place of 

HDMI on the board. The run pins connect with the reset pin of the chips and both flip off the board or turn it back 

on while it is shut. Connecting a button here is a great way to energy your panel. 

            The components required for the connections are: HDMI cable, Wireless mouse and keyboard, SD card 

of memory 32GB and Charger cable. The keyboard and mouse are related to the provided ports of the Raspberry 

Pi.SD card is connected on the back side of the pi. Connect the desktop and Raspberry Pi using the HDMI cable 

shown in Fig.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.2 Assembled Components for installation  

I Commands Used For Installatıon 

 

               After turning ON the Raspberry Pi on desktop, localization must be done. Localization is done in the 

local settings which assures the completion of the process by correct time on right side, top of the desktop. In the 

terminal the commands must be given for the complete installation of pi. Command for update: “sudo apt-get 

update”.Command for upgrading: “sudo apt-get dist upgrade”. The whole process may take a couple of hours and 

then rebooting is done. Now, Raspberry Pi is ready for operation. 

 

  J Working Procedure  

                  Once the Raspberry Pi is installed, it is ready to operate as a mini computer. First, a pen drive is 

connected in which desired files are casted without a desktop. A wireless mouse and keyboard are the helping 

hands of this minicomputer, which are operated by connecting a USB to the pi. The connection of the USB is 

indicated on the screen of the pi. Open the files, to play a video a command must be given to the pi “omxplayer 

o-HDMI /media /pi/folder name/video name.mp4”. 

 

OUTPUT AND DISCUSSIONS  

          Small or Mini Computers are very transportable, smooth to carry, speedy, easy to use and they can bold 

charge for a longer time. But they don’t have USB ports, CD/DVD drive, smaller keyboard, not much storage 
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and smaller to do certain projects. The below picture in Figure 3 shows is a result of the power point 

presentation as a virtual desktop. That is, it shows the PPT in the pi using libre office which is an installed app 

in Pi store. There are various uses in Pi Zero, not only the Class Room Education for professional and 

Elementary school, which is of low cost. Every class room can have equipped with one Pi Zero for the online 

education at low cost and can be bounded in room. It also has various software’s in built in it. Some are 

Python, Mathematica, the wolfram, Scratch etc by which many hardware projects can be operated.   

 

 

 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Power Point presentation using Zero Low Cost Pi in Class room 

 

So, this is called the ARM powered System like a min-mini Computer having LINUX database. With this 

System on chip connected to the LCD projector the class room education made easy. The MOOCS installed in 

pi through web browser enabled the Trainer to show the Students the course material, Assignments, quizzes 

and  performance daily in class. There is no end for application to explore and run for a Student to learn and 

cherish in classroom.    
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